Institutional Uses of SPDR® ETFs
Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) have come a long way since State Street Global
Advisors launched the industry’s first ETF in 1993 as a cash equitisation vehicle
for institutional investors. Twenty-three years later, institutions remain some
of the largest investors in ETFs, with usage continuing to expand across a wider
range of investors and investment strategies. Today, global ETF assets exceed
US$2.9 trillion across several thousand ETFs and all manner of asset classes.1
Here we look at how the use of ETFs by institutional investors has evolved beyond
cash equitisation strategies.
Institutional ETF Applications
For institutional investors, ETFs are no longer simply a way
to gain efficient exposure to a particular asset class for cash
equitisation purposes. Uses have evolved to include applications
such as liquidity management, asset class exposure and
portfolio completion.
Liquidity Management
Many institutions revisited their processes for managing
liquidity after the market turmoil of 2008. One approach has
been to build ‘liquidity buffers’ into the management of their
portfolios. In this case, a percentage of each asset class is
allocated to a liquid and easily tradable ETF (or ETFs) that
tracks the relevant asset class benchmark, removing the need
to make regular applications or redemptions to the various

active or passive fund managers used by the investor. The ETF
is then used as a liquidity source to address ongoing cash flow
requirements and allows for efficient rebalancing trades as well.
Asset Class Exposure
There are several thousand ETFs available today spanning
the vast majority of investable asset classes that make up the
global capital markets opportunity set. The range of ETFs
available has opened up some asset classes that were previously
uninvestable for all but the most sophisticated institutional
investors. Examples of asset classes that were once difficult
for many investors to access include commodities and
emerging markets bonds. Today, investors can simply buy
an ETF providing exposure to the asset class in a transparent
and easy to use way.

Common Institutional ETF Uses
Application

Objectives

ETF Solution

Tactical Adjustments

Over or underweight certain market segments based on
short term outlook.

ETFs represent virtually every asset class and offer efficient vehicles for
implementing a tactical idea.

Manager Transitions

Maintain market exposure while searching for
a new manager.

Invest the proceeds of manager liquidation in an ETF which tracks the
appropriate benchmark until a new manager has been selected.

Cash Equitisation

Remain fully invested while maintaining liquidity.

ETFs are an attractive alternative solution to futures due to their transparency,
lack of documentation and roll slippage.

Rebalancing

Increase the speed and efficiency of rebalancing across the ETFs can make rebalancing more efficient due to their intraday liquidity
asset allocation.
than moving assets from illiquid managers.

Asset Class Exposure

Establish exposure to a difficult-to-reach market segment.

There are a variety of ETFs which provide exposure to difficult-to-reach
asset classes.

Liquidity Management

Increase liquidity in overall asset allocation
without changing allocation.

Use ETFs for a given percentage of each asset class to provide a liquidity buffer
across the asset allocation.

Portfolio Completion

Fill any asset allocation holes without engaging a new
investment manager.

Use an ETF to gain exposure to an asset class that is underrepresented in
the asset allocation.

Fixed Income Duration
and Credit Adjustments

Tweak duration and credit exposure to meet
specified targets.

Fixed income ETFs provide an efficient means to adjust duration and
credit exposure.

Small Institutional Plans

Implement desired asset allocation regardless of plan size.

Implement an asset allocation efficiently using ETFs. Advantages include
no minimum fees and simplified rebalancing.
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Portfolio Completion
ETFs can also be used to fill portfolio gaps. One example of this
is emerging markets. Investors who are invested in a broadbased emerging market index have become increasingly large
cap focused over the past several years. For example, due to its
index construction methodology, the MSCI Emerging Markets
Index is comprised mostly of large to mid-cap companies and
not small caps. Institutional investors can use the SPDR S&P
Emerging Markets ETF to diversify their emerging markets
capitalisation by increasing exposure to emerging markets.
These companies can potentially improve sector diversification
by increasing exposure to sectors that are tied more to local
economies — such as consumer discretionary, information
technology, and industrials — and found less in large
multinational corporations.

Conclusion
Institutional investors are finding ETFs to be a valuable tool
for a variety of portfolio management tasks such as liquidity
management, asset class exposure and portfolio completion.
As the ETF market continues to grow, institutions will
have even more precise, liquid tools at their disposal. Fully
understanding product structure, trading dynamics and
competitive differences will allow institutions to fully
harness the potential value that ETFs provide.
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As the ETF market continues to grow and liquidity in these
vehicles continues to increase, institutions will find even more
precise ETF solutions to satisfy their ongoing challenges.
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Investors should read and consider the Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) for the
relevant SPDR® ETF carefully before making an investment decision. A copy of the
PDS is available at www.spdrs.com.au. The material is general information only and
does not take into account your individual objectives, financial situation or needs. It
should not be considered a solicitation to buy or sell a security. Past performance is
not a reliable indicator of future performance.
ETFs trade like stocks, are subject to investment risk, fluctuate in market value and
may trade at prices above or below the ETF’s net asset value. ETFs typically invest by
sampling an index, holding a range of securities that, in the aggregate, approximates
the full Index in terms of key risk factors and other characteristics. This may cause the
fund to experience tracking errors relative to performance of the index.
Diversification does not ensure a profit or guarantee against loss. Sector ETFs
products are also subject to sector risk and non-diversification risk, which generally
results in greater price fluctuations than the overall market. Brokerage commissions
and ETF expenses will reduce returns and transaction costs will also be incurred
when buying or selling units of an ETF on ASX markets. ETF units may only be
redeemed directly by persons called “Authorised Participants”.
SSGA ASL is the issuer of units in the SPDR funds and the Responsible Entity for the
managed investment scheme Australian SPDR funds quoted on the ASX or AQUA
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Product Issuer for those Australian SPDR funds quoted on the AQUA market of
the ASX .
State Street Bank and Trust Company (ABN 70 062 819 630) (AFSL number 239679)
is the trustee of, and the issuer of interests in, the SPDR® S&P 500® ETF Trust, an
ETF registered with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission under
the Investment Company Act of 1940 and principally listed and traded on NYSE Arca,
Inc. under the symbol “SPY”. SSGA ASL is the AQUA Product Issuer for the CHESS
Depositary Interests (or “CDIs”) which have been created over units in SPY and are
quoted on the AQUA market of the ASX. The rights of CDI investors are different
to those of investors in an Australian registered managed investment scheme
and investors should read the applicable PDS before investing to understand the
additional risk factors associated with investing in CDIs.
An investment in SPDR funds or SPY CDIs do not represent a deposit with or liability
of any company in the State Street group of companies including State Street Bank
and Trust Company and are subject to investment risk including possible delays in
repayment and loss of income and principal invested. No company in the State
Street group of companies guarantees the performance of SPDR funds or SPY CDIs,
the repayment of capital or any particular rate of return.
SPDR and Standard & Poor’s® S&P® Indices are trademarks of Standard & Poor’s
Financial Services LLC and have been licensed for use by State Street Corporation.
The Dow Jones Global Select Real Estate Securities Index is a product of S&P Dow
Jones Indices LLC or its affiliates and has been licensed for use by SSGA. MSCI
Indices, the property of MSCI, Inc. (“MSCI”), and ASX®, a registered trademark of
ASX Operations Pty Limited, have been licensed for use by SSGA. SPDR products
are not sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by any of these entities and none of
these entities bear any liability with respect to the ETFs or make any representation,
warranty or condition regarding the advisability of buying, selling or holding units in
SPDR products.
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